WY Per and RW Leo are two Algol-type binaries. Based on our new CCD observations and the almost century-long historical record of the times of primary eclipse for WY Per and RW Leo, the orbital period changes and their explanations were reanalyzed and rediscussed in detail. It is found that the orbital period of WY Per shows a cyclic oscillation with a period of P 3 = 71.5 yr and a semiamplitude of A 3 = 0 d .0739.
1 ephemeris. Such cyclical period changes are a fairly common phenomenon in close binary systems and are usually explained as due to either the magnetic activity of one or both components (e.g., Applegate 1992) or to the light-travel time effect(LTTE) of a third body. The Applegate mechanism was supported by the observational fact deduced from the period changes of 101 Algols that all cases of cyclical period changes are restricted to binaries with spectral types of the secondary later than F5, and no cyclic variations were detected for systems with spectral types earlier than F5 (Hall 1989) . However, in our recent compilation of the available information on orbital period variations for different classes of close binaries (Liao & Qian 2010) , the cyclic period changes are also discovered in early-type binaries, which can be plausibly interpreted by the presence of an additional body. Additionally, as discussed by Qian et al. (2008a) and Lanza (2006) , the Applegate mechanism is not adequate to explain the orbital period modulation. Therefore, the most plausible explanation of the cyclical period changes is the LTTE via the presence of a third body (Liao & Qian 2010 ). In the present paper, we will analyze the cyclical period changes of two Algol-type binaries WY Per and RW Leo derived from the long historical record of the times of light minimum and explore the causes of these period changes.
WY Per (=AN 14.1917 , V max = 11.5 mag) is an Algol-type binary. It was discovered to be a variable by Wolf (1917) . The first several times of light minimum come from 1921 derived by by using visual observations, and he also gave the first linear elements. From then on, there were dozens of visual and several photographic and CCD observations obtained (see table 1 ). Two new CCD observations were obtained by using the two telescopes at the Yunnan Observatory in the present paper. Afterwards, the variation of period for WY Per was pointed out by Whitney (1959) , but at that time the LTTE can not identified conclusively, Wolf et al. (2004) discussed LTTE of the system and gave the parameters of third body. Brancewicz & Dworak (1980) computed the geometric and physical parameters for components of this eclipsing binary stars. The spectral types were classified as A0+K0IV in Budding (1984) , afterwards, Svechnikov and Kuznetsova (1990) gave A0+K2.5IV. With more times of light minimum, we reanalyze the orbital period of WY Per that reveals the appearance of a massive third body in the system. RW Leo (=AN 24.1914 , V max = 11.9 mag) is also an Algol-type binary. The first several times of light minimum also come from 1921 derived by , and he gave the first linear elements. Afterwards, four photographic times of light minimum, for RW Leo, were published by Whitney (1959) , and he stated that the period is variable. RW Leo was referred to as a photoelectrically neglected eclipsing binary by Koch et al. (1979) . Spectroscopic observations of the system have been published by Halbedel (1984) and by Kaitchuck (1985) . The first photoelectric UBV light curves were reported by Walker (1992) , who pointed out that this binary is a typical semi-detached system consisting of an A3V primary and an F4 subgiant secondary. By using 29 visual and photographic times of light minimum (only one CCD observation), Qian (2003) assigned to lower-precision observations (photographic or visual ones) and high-precision observations (CCD or photoelectric ones), respectively. With weights of a nonlinear fitting, the following equation is formed to fit
sin(ν 3 + ω 3 ) 1 + e 3 cos ν 3 + e 3 sin ω 3 ]
where E is the epoch number, ∆JD 0 and ∆P 0 are the correction values for the initial epoch and orbital period of the binary, β is the long-term change of the orbital period(day cycle −1 ); A = a 12 sin i 3 /c, a 12 sin i 3 is the projected semimajor axis, c the speed of light; e 3 the eccentricity of a supposed third body, ν 3 the true anomaly of the position of the eclipsing pair's mass centre on the orbit, ω 3 the longitude of the periastron of the eclipsing pair's orbit around the third body, and E 3 is the eccentric anomaly.
The Kepler equation provides the connection between the eccentric anomaly (E 3 ) and the observed times of light minimum:
where M 3 is the mean anomaly, T 3 the time of periastron passage, P 3 the period of a supposed third body, and t is the observed times of light minimum. It is clear from equations (2) and (3) that we could determine five parameters (P 3 , T 3 , A, ω 3 , e 3 ) so that fit the (O − C) 1 trend. For the eccentric anomaly (E 3 ) and the true anomaly(ν 3 ) are not mutually absolute parameters, here we expand E 3 approximatively with Bessel's series.
Then Levenberg-Marquardt method is adopted by using equations (2) and (3) to a nonlinear fit of (O − C) 1 .
During the fit of (O −C) 1 curve for WY Per, β was approximately assumed to be zero due to the very large error of it. The fitting parameters of the third body from our analysis are listed in the upper part of table 3. It is clear from the table 3 that our parameters of the orbit of the third body for WY Per differ from those determined by Wolf et al. (2004) . It is found that the orbital period of WY Per shows a cyclic oscillation with a period of 71.5
yr and a semiamplitude of 0.0739 days, which is more easily seen from the middle panel of figure 1 , where the linear correction part of equation (2) 
Period Analysis for RW Leo
For the Algol-type binary RW Leo, Whitney (1959) 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Explanations of the Cyclic Period Changes in WY Per
For WY Per, secondary component's spectral type is later than F5 (K2.5IV), this cyclic variation can be explained as either the magnetic activity cycles in one or both components (Applegate 1992 ,
the amplitude of the period oscillation can be computed. The rate of the period variation ∆P/ P can be used to calculate the variation of the quadruple moment ∆Q required to reproduce this cyclic change of WY Per, with 5 the following equation (Lanza & Rodonò 2002 ) 
where m Per in an eccentric orbit. Using the formula given by Mayer (1990) ,
where K RV , P 3 , a 12 are in kilometer per second, years and AU, respectively, and considering the simplest situation of i 3 = 90 • , the semi-amplitude of the system velocity accompanied by the light-time effect is approximately calculated to be 1.78 km s −1 , which is large enough for present-day spectroscopic observations to be reliably resolved.
The lowest mass of the third companion is 2.34 M ⊙ ; i.e., larger than the mass of the secondary component. If the tertiary component were a normal star, we would see its spectral lines not changing with the orbital phase of the binary, and it should be very luminous and should contribute a large amount of third light to the total system, unless it is not a normal main-sequence star. Therefore, we suspect that the third body is a compact star (e.g., a candidate black hole), it may play an important roles in the evolution of this system. The situation resembles that in the triple systems V Pup (Qian et al. 2008b ) and WW Dra (Liao & Qian 2010) . Certainly, such a claim must be made with considerable caution because of two possible reasons: (1) according to Allen's tables (Drilling & Landolt 2000) , the third companion is estimated to be a ∼ A2-4 star. Actually, it is difficult to find sufficient spectral lines to determine radial velocity of A type stars because their rapid rotational velocity makes them too broad and weak to be accurately measured, or (2) no detailed analysis, neither photometric nor spectroscopic one was performed, so we did not detect the presence of the third component. A continuous photometric, spectroscopic as well as astrometric monitoring are urgent to check this hypothesis in the future. 
Explanations of the Cyclic Period Changes in RW Leo
For RW Leo, with equations (5) and (6) Whatever the causes of the two cyclical changes, the longer one can be explained as light-travel time effect (LTTE) via the presence of a third body. Using the equation (7) and the same absolute parameter as Qian 
